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1 Foreword
This document presents the highlights of the 10th FCC-ee mini-workshop “Physics behind
precision”, held at CERN on 2-3 February 2016 [1]. The main purpose of the mini-workshop
was to review the precision goals of FCC-ee for Z peak, W pair threshold and top-quark
physics and to discuss the physics reach of precision measurements in comparison with
conceivable BSM scenarios. The workshop schedule included seventeen talks, which are
summarized in the following pages.
The workshop opened with an historical perspective of the role played by precision at
e+e− colliders in testing the Standard Model and constraining New Physics (beyond the
Standard Model) having in mind possible scenarios at future e+e− colliders. The subsequent
talks focussed on few key items at future e+e− machines, related to the precision as well
as to the BSM potential, in view of the conceivable accuracy of the measurements and
theoretical calculations. On the precision side, the following topics have been discussed:
• electroweak physics at the Z peak, with particular attention to the challenges posed
by the uncertainties related to the photon vacuum polarization;
• recent developments in the study of the W mass and width determination through an
energy threshold scan;
• present accuracy in the knowledge of the tt¯ threshold at FCC-ee and the top quark
mass determination through the energy threshold scan.
The potential of Z- and W-boson physics with a statistics four to five times larger
than the one collected at LEP has been clearly underlined at the workshop. The physics
of the top quark has been the link between the precision and what can be reached behind
precision. A session was devoted to BSM physics reach with top quark pairs in scenarios of
composite Higgs models. Also possible BSM scenarios involving FCNC single top processes
has been addressed. A common theme of the discussions has been the critical comparison
of the reach among different machines, such as FCC-ee, FCC-hh, ILC, HL-LHC.
2 Precision Measurements & Their Sensitivity to New Physics
Paul Langacker
Precision electroweak studies [2–4] have played a major role in establishing the standard
model at both the tree (gauge principle, group, representations) and loop (renormalization
theory, predictions of the top and Higgs masses) levels. They have also significantly con-
strained the possibilities for new physics beyond the standard model and allowed precise
measurements of the gauge couplings, suggesting supersymmetric gauge unification.
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The discovery of the Higgs boson completes the verification of the standard model as a
mathematically consistent theory that successfully describes most aspects of nature down
to 10−16 cm, a feat that was almost undreamt of 50 years ago. Nevertheless, the standard
model is very complicated, involves severe fine-tunings, has many free parameters, and does
not address such questions as the existence of three families. It also does not contain the
dark matter and energy, explain the excess of baryons over antibaryons, or incorporate
quantum gravity. It can be extended to include either Dirac or Majorana neutrino masses,
but we do not know which.
The observation of the Higgs-like boson raises new questions. Its 125 GeV mass is
rather low if there is no physics beyond the standard model up to high scales, implying a
metastable vacuum. Conversely, it is rather high for the minimal supersymmetric extension
of the standard model. Moreover, the quadratic divergences in the Higgs mass-square
suggest that the natural value should be the Planck scale, some 17 orders of magnitude
above what is observed. To avoid extreme fine-tuning, naturalness arguments have long
been invoked to predict that the divergences would be cancelled or cut off by new physics
at the TeV scale, such as supersymmetry, strong dynamics, or extra space dimensions.
However, there is so far no unambiguous evidence for such effects from the LHC. It may
be that the new physics is just around the corner and will show up in Run 2, or perhaps
at the FCC-hh. However, it is also possible that the naturalness paradigm is not correct,
perhaps replaced by environmental considerations (such as have often been invoked for the
even more unnatural value of the vacuum energy).
It is perhaps time to examine two other paradigms as well: Are the laws of physics
unique, perhaps controlled by some elegant underlying symmetry, or are they in part de-
termined by our accidental location in a vast multiverse of vacua, as suggested by string
theory and inflation? Is new physics minimal, as usually assumed in bottom-up models, or
does it involve remnants (such as Z ′ gauge bosons, additional Higgs doublets or singlets,
and new vector-like fermions) that are not motivated by any particular low-energy problem,
but which instead accidentally remained light in the breaking of high-scale symmetries?
There are a number of ways (not all mutually exclusive) in which nature may choose
to address the shortcomings of the standard model and the paradigms of naturalness vs
tuning, uniqueness vs environment, and minimality vs remnants. These include
• Strong dynamics at some relatively low scale, such as in composite Higgs models.
• A low fundamental scale, such as large or warped dimensions or a low string scale.
• A perturbative connection to a very high scale, such as in string theory or grand
unification. Such theories may involve (possibly nonminimal) supersymmetry or other
such physics, remnants, or perhaps nothing new.
• A vast multiverse of vacua, which could include all of the above.
The precision and Higgs programs at the FCC-ee would be extremely sensitive to many
of the possible new particles and related effects. If observed the next difficulty might be
in distinguishing, e.g., between new particles from strong dynamics or string remnants. A
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balanced program of complementary experiments, including, for example, the FCC-ee and
FCC-hh would be essential.
3 Status of Top Physics
Marcel Vos
3.1 Introduction
Top quarks have never been produced at lepton colliders. Lepton colliders with sufficient
energy therefore open up a completely new set of measurements. The evolution of the cross
section versus center-of-mass energy is shown in Figure 1
The first threshold, that of top quark pair production, lies at a center-of-mass energy
equal to twice the top quark mass, i.e.
√
s ∼ 2mt ∼ 350GeV. The second important
threshold, that of top quark pair production in association with a Higgs boson, lies at
√
s ∼
500GeV. Yet higher energies may be required to produce undiscovered particles decaying
to top quarks and provide exquisite sensitivity to new massive mediators in top quark
production even if they are outside the direct reach of the machine.
The largest among the circular e+e− colliders currently under consideration (TLEP
or FCC-ee [5]) could possibly reach the top quark pair production theshold with a non-
negligible luminosity [6]. All e+e− colliders envisage a scan through the pair production
threshold. Higher energies can be explored with a long linear collider. The ILC project [7–9]
furthermore envisages a main stage with large integrated luminosity (up to 2.6 ab−1 [10])
at
√
s = 500GeV and is upgradeable to 1TeV. A relatively small investment to raise the
center-of-mass energy to 550GeV yields a factor two improvement in the measurement of
the Yukawa coupling and should definitely be pursued [7]. The CLIC project [11, 12] for a
relatively compact collider with multi-TeV capacity envisages a first low-energy stage [13]
at 380GeV.
Two further projects exist, that will not be discussed. The Chinese CEPC [14] focuses
on operation at
√
s = 250GeV, the energy that maximizes the cross section for the Higgs-
strahlung process. Its pre-CDR does not envisage operation at
√
s > 2mt. A high-energy
muon collider [15] remains an interesting option, but its physics potential has not been
explored yet.
Several reports from strategy studies [16] or dedicated workshops [17] provide a more
or less up-to-date description of top quark physics of future lepton colliders.
3.2 Top quark mass
A threshold scan through the pair production threshold is a unique opportunity to measure
top quark properties. The line shape of the threshold depends strongly on the top quark
width and mass [18]. The latter is a key input to the SM and a precise measurement is
crucial to test the internal consistency of the theory [19, 20]. The rate right above threshold
moreover has a strongly enhanced sensitivity to the strong coupling constant of QCD and
the Yukawa coupling of the top quark.
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The theory calculations required for an analysis of the threshold shape have a surprising
level of maturity: calculations have reached NNNLO precision in QCD [21] (or, alternatively,
NNLL [22]) and include a host of electro-weak and off-shell corrections. The conversion
between threshold mass schemes and MS is known to four loops [23].
A fit to a threshold scan, that would take well under a year to perform, can extract the
top quark mass with a statistical uncertainty of order 20MeV (small differences between
Ref. [24–26] can be understood in terms of assumptions on the beam polarization and
details of the fit). The largest systematic uncertainties are expected to be due to scale
uncertainties [27] and the conversion to M¯S scheme [17]. A total uncertainty of 50MeV is
a realistic prospect at any lepton collider capable of collecting 100 fb−1 at threshold1.
At the LHC the experimental uncertainty is expected decrease significantly in the
next decades [28, 29], to 200-500 MeV. The future evolution of the ucertainty due to the
ambiguity in the interpretation of the most precise measurements (currently estimated
as O(1GeV ) [28, 30–34]) is much harder to predict and the perspective for the ultimate
precision at hadron colliders remain unclear [35].
3.3 Top and EW gauge bosons
The couplings of the top quark to neutral electro-weak gauge are relatively unconstrained
by experiment. A precise characterization of the tt¯Z and tt¯γ vertices is possible at lepton
colliders, where e+e− → Z/γ∗ is the dominant production process. Several studies, either
using a simple fit on cross section and forward-backward asymmetries measured with dif-
ferent beam polarizations [36, 37] or with a more sophisticated matrix-element fit [6, 38],
show that the relevant form factors can be constrained to the %-level. The measurement
of the CP-odd triple products proposed in Ref. [39] yields tight constraint on CP violation
in the top quark sector [40].
The first preliminary studies of the sensivity versus center-of-mass energy show that
the axial coupling to the Z-boson is best constrained at energies well above the threshold,
as the dependence scale with the top quark velocity. At energies beyond a TeV the sensivity
decreases for most form factors, as a result of the decreasing production rate. It increases,
however, for the dipole moments
Key to this precision is the predictability of rates and distributions at a lepton collider.
QCD corrections to the pair production cross section at NNNLO are estimated at a few
per mil for
√
s ∼ 500 GeV. Further work is needed to estimate the uncertainty due to
uncalculated NNLO EW corrections and the uncertainty close to threshold, where bound-
state where the sensitivity to QCD and EW scale variations is strongly enhanced.
The constraints that can be derived from experiments at any of the e+e− colliders
considered here are an order of magnitude tighter than those
1A target of 10MeV precision has been reported in some documents; while it is clear that such a statistical
precision can be reached at the lepton collider projects considered here it is equally clear that the total
uncertainty will be dominated by other sources unless a theory breakthrough is made.
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3.4 Top and Higgs
The interaction of the golden couple formed by top quark and Higgs bosons is arguably one
of the most intriguing areas of particle physics today. The precision to which the strength
of the top quark Yukawa coupling can be measured in tt¯H production has been studied
by CLIC[41] and ILC [7, 42]. Both projects expect 3-4% precision in a broad range of
center-of-mass energies: 550 <
√
s < 1.5 TeV. This precision is competitive compared to
the order 10% precision of the HL-LHC programme [43].
3.5 FCNC top interactions
Flavour Changing Neutral Current interactions with top quarks are strongly suppressed in
the Standard Model, but several extensions of the SM predict branching ratios t → qZ,
t → qγ, t → qh of order 10−5 that might be observable at colliders. Lepton colliders can
provide competitive constraints in the case of t → ch, as the dominant h → bb¯ decay is
more readily distinguished from background than at hadron colliders and charm tagging
achieves better performance.
A parton-level study [44] indicates that an e+e− collider with large integrated lumi-
nosity (greater than 500 fb−1) can probe the FCNC decay t → ch to a branching ratio of
approximately 10−5, well in excess of the HL-LHC prospects [16].
3.6 Summary and outlook
Future high-energy e+e− colliders offer a unique chance for precision physics of the Higgs
boson and top quark, comparing SM predictions and measurements at the per-mil level.
The prospects for a selection of key measurements are compared to those of the HL-LHC
programme in Table 3.6.
A scan of the beam energy through the top quark pair production threshold (
√
s ∼ 2mt)
allows for an extraction of the M¯S mass to a precision of approximately 50MeV (including
all theoretical uncertainties). Precision studies of pair production above threshold constrain
the couplings to neutral electro-weak gauge bosons to the %-level, exceeding the current
precision by two orders of magnitude and that envisaged after 3 ab−1 at the LHC by
one order. A direct measurement of the tt¯H production rate at a center-of-mass energy
greater than 500 GeV yields a competitive determination of the top Yukawa coupling, with
a precision of 3-4%.
4 Precise measurements of the top mass: theory vs. experiment
Gennaro Corcella
The top quark mass (mt) is a fundamental parameter of the Standard Model, con-
straining the Higgs boson mass even before its discovery; it plays a role in the result that
the electroweak vacuum lies at the border between metastability and instability regions
[20]. This statement depends on the precision achieved on the mt determination, about 700
MeV in the world average [48] and 500 MeV in the latest CMS analysis [49], as well as on
the assumption that the measured value corresponds to the pole mass.
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measurement HL-LHC e+e− data set
mass (exp.) 200MeV 20MeV [29] 100 ab−1 at
√
s ∼ 2mt
⊕ (theo.) ?* 50MeV [17, 24–27]
EW couplings 0.5 ab−1, 500 GeV [36–38]
F
γ/Z
1V/1A/2V/2A 0.1 [45–47] 0.01** 0.5 ab
−1, 380 GeV [13]
2.6 ab−1, 360 GeV [6]
BR(t→ ch) 10−4 [16] 10−5 1 ab−1, 380-500 GeV [17, 44]
Yukawa 10% [43] 3-4% 1 ab−1, 0.55 - 1.5 TeV [7, 41, 42]
Table 1. Brief summary of the prospects of the LHC programme, including the luminosity upgrade
(3 /iab at 14TeV), and those of the different electron-positron projects for top quark physics.
The ambiguity in the interpretation of direct mass measurement is currently estimated at order
1 GeV [28, 30–34]. Progress in this area is hard to predict [35]. The constraints depend on the
center-of-mass energy in a non-trivial way, with axial couplings constrained best when the top
quarks have velocity β ∼ 1 (√s > 500 GeV). Four-fermion operators are best constrained at very
high energy.
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Figure 1. The production cross section versus center-of-mass energy for top quark pair production
(upper, red curve) and associated production of a top quark pair and a Z-boson (central, green
curve) or a Higgs boson (lower, blue curve).
Standard hadron-collider techniques, such as the template or matrix-element methods,
use Monte Carlo generators, namely parton showers and hadronization models, which are
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not exact QCD calculations. However, the very fact that such measurements reconstruct
top-decay (t → bW ) final states, with on-shell top quarks, makes the identification of the
measured mt with the pole mass quite reasonable, up to theoretical uncertainties, such as
missing higher-order and width contributions, or colour-reconnection effects. A recent anal-
ysis, based on the 4-loop calculation of the relation between pole and MS masses [23] and its
comparison with the renormalon computation [50], showed that the renormalon ambiguity
on the pole mass is even below 100 MeV [51], thus making it a reliable quantity. Fur-
thermore, studies carried out in the SCET framework found that the discrepancy between
the pole and the so-called ‘Monte Carlo mass’ is about 200 MeV [52]. Work is presently
undertaken to assess the non-perturbative uncertainty on mt, due to colour reconnection,
by comparing standard tt¯ events with final states obtained from fictitious T -meson decays
[34, 53].
Within the so-called alternative methods, the total tt¯ [54, 55] and tt¯+jet cross section
[56], calculated respectively in the NNLO [57] and NLO [58] approximations, have been
used to extract the pole mass. The current uncertainty, using the LHC Run I data, is
about 2 GeV and should go down to ∼ 1 GeV, thanks to the higher Run II statistics. Other
strategies, based on endpoints [59], b-jet energy peaks [60, 61], b-jet+` invariant mass [62]
and J/ψ + ` final states [63], are very interesting, but will not yield measurements more
precise than those achieved with standard methods.
At future e+e− colliders, the threshold scan of the tt¯ production cross section σtt¯ allows
a very precise determination of mt: in this regime, the 1S [64] and the potential-subtracted
(PS) masses [65] are adequate definitions. The ratio R = σtt¯/σµ+µ− is typically expressed
as a series of powers of αS and v, the velocity of the top quarks:
R = v
∑
k
(αS
v
)k∑
i
(αS ln v)
i {1(LL);αS , v(NLL);α2S , αSv, v2(NNLL)} . (4.1)
The state of the art of the calculation of R is NNNLO [21], where the NkLO approximation
includes contributions αmS v
n, withm+n = 1, . . . k+1, and NNLL [22], where terms αkS ln
k v
are LL, αk+1S ln
k v and vαkS ln
k v are NLL and so on. The NNNLO computation uses the
PS-subtracted mass and yields ∆mPSt ≤ 50 MeV, when extracting mPSt from the peak of
R. The NNLL resummation employs the 1S mass and leads to ∆m1St ' 40 MeV.
By carrying out a threshold scan of R at L = 100 fb−1, in the CLIC, ILC and FCC-ee
scenarios and using the NNLO+NNLL TOPPIK code m1St can be determined through a 1D
or a 2D fit, according to wether αS is fixed or fitted[24]. The resulting statistical errors are
∆mstatt ' 21- 34 MeV (CLIC), 18-27 MeV (ILC) and 16-22 MeV (FCC-ee). The theoretical
uncertainty, gauged as a 1% error on the R normalization is ∆mtheot ' 5-18 MeV (CLIC
and ILC), 8-14 MeV (FCC-ee); if the theory error grows to 3%, we have ∆mtheot ' 8-56
MeV (CLIC), 9-55 MeV (ILC) and 9-41 MeV (FCC-ee).
5 Top quark threshold production and the top quark mass
Matthias Steinhauser
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In this contribution we discuss the third order QCD corrections to top quark threshold
production and elaborate on the precision of the conversion formula relating the extracted
threshold mass to the top quark mass in the MS scheme.
An important task of a future electron-positron collider is a precise measurement of the
total cross section σ(e+e− → tt¯) in the threshold region. From comparison with theoretical
predictions it is possible to extract precise values for the top quark mass. Furthermore,
also the top quark width, the strong coupling and the top quark Yukawa coupling can be
determined to high precision.
The calculation of the threshold cross section requires that the top-anti-top system is
considered in the non-relativistic limit. Due to the fact that both mass and width of the
top quark are quite large, perturbation theory should be applicable. However, truncating
the perturbative series at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) [66] leads to unsatisfactory
results; there is no sign of convergence in the peak region. This has triggered a number of
calculations of N3LO building blocks (see Ref. [67] for a detailed discussion). Among the
most important ones are the three-loop corrections to the static potential [68–70] and three-
loop corrections to the vector current matching coefficient between QCD and NRQCD [71–
73]. Furthermore, ultrasoft corrections, all Coulombic contributions up to the third order,
and all single- and double non-Coulomb potential insertions [74–76] have been computed
to the non-relativistic two-point Green function of the top-anti-top system.
The total cross section up to N3LO (normalized to σ(e+e− → µ+µ−)) is shown in Fig. 2
where the bands are obtained from variation of the renormalization scale (see caption for
details) [21]. One observes a big jump from NLO to NNLO. However, in and below the
peak region the N3LO band lies on top of the NNLO band and has a significantly reduced
uncertainty. The normalized N3LO cross section is shown in Fig. 3 as hatched band. One
observes an uncertainty of about ±3%. Fig. 3 also shows the effect of the variation of the
top quark mass and width and demonstrates that the current theory uncertainty allows for
a sensitivity of δmPSt ≈ 50 MeV and δΓt ≈ 100 MeV.
There are various beyond-QCD effects which are available on top of the N3LO QCD
corrections like electroweak corrections, non-resonant W+W−bb¯ production, QED effects
and P -wave production. Their numerical effect is taken into account in Ref. [77]. How-
ever, the overall features of the pure-QCD result (in particular the obtain precision) is not
changed.
As can be seen from Fig. 3, the determination of the top quark mass defined in a
properly chosen threshold scheme with an uncertainty of about 50 MeV is possible. In a
next step the mass value has to be transformed to the MS scheme which has to done with
highest possible precision. It has been shown in Ref. [23, 78] that only after using the N3LO
formula, which is based on the four-loop relation between the MS and on-shell quark mass,
a precision of the order 10 MeV can be obtained.
6 Study of the sensitivity in measuring the Top electroweak couplings
at the FCC-ee
Nicolò Foppiani
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Figure 2. Scale dependence of the cross section near threshold. The LO, NLO, NNLO and N3LO
result is shown in gray, blue, red and black, respectively. The renormalization scale µ is varied
between 50 and 350 GeV.
The top electroweak couplings are an extremely interesting topic since they could be
significantly affected by BSM physics.
However the present LHC precision of the couplings is not very constraining (O(10% ÷
100%). The scheduled FCC-ee 4th phase to study the Top quark is the perfect occasion to
measure the top electroweak couplings with high precision.
The FCC-ee data can reduce the statistical uncertainties by orders of magnitude: this claim
is supported, first of all, by another work (ref. [6]), performed in a purely analytic way. In
that paper it has been shown that it is possible to measure the top EW couplings with
a satisfactory precision, with no need of incoming beam polarization. In addition it has
been demonstrated that
√
s = 365 GeV is the center of mass energy at which the statistical
uncertainties of such a measurement are minimal.
For the results presented here, the expected precision on the measurement of the
top EW coupling has been performed using fully simulated e+e− collisions at
√
s = 365
GeV. The simulation, based on the CERN-CLIC group software, was obtained using the
WHIZARD generator and the Marlin particle flow reconstruction algorithm [79, 80]. The
integrated luminosity considered amounts to 2.5 ab−1, corresponding to about 3 years of
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Figure 3. N3LO cross section normalized to R(s) for µ = 80 GeV. The solid and dashed curves
correspond to a variation of PS top quark mass and top quark width, respectively.
running at FCC-ee. The simulation is based on the performance of the CLIC-ILD detector,
since it is currently expected that the characteristics of the FCC-ee detector will be similar,
although a different technology might be used.
The ttV vertex (V= γ, Z) can be parametrized as in ref. [81]:
Γµ
tt¯V
=
g
2
[
γµ[(AV + δAV )− γ5(BV + δBV )] + (pt − pt¯)
µ
2mt
(δCV − δDV γ5)
]
where AV and BV are the SM couplings to the vector and axial current, whereas the δXV
(X = A,B,C,D) are some possible corrections to the SM couplings. These anomalous cou-
plings influence the top polarization which is transferred to the decay product distribution
(similar to Z → τ+τ−).
So it is possible to measure the EW couplings by studying the angular-energy distribution
of the lepton in the semi-leptonic decay:
e+e− → tt¯→ b¯qq′b`ν
The results focus on two possible corrections to the Z coupling δAZ and δBZ , assuming
that all the others corrections are zero. These terms, which are related to the couplings to
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the right and left handed part of the top quark, are nonzero in many new physics models,
in particular in Composite Higgs models.
The analysis starts from the samples generated with zero anomalous couplings with
δAZ = δBZ = 0. The tagging efficiency of tt¯ events in the single lepton channel has been
studied, including the rejection of the background, using the efficiency and purity of the
selected sample as the discriminator. The resulting distribution has been fitted with the
previous distribution (after a proper smearing to take in account the detector resolution and
the selection algorithm efficiency) to obtain δAZ and δBZ , which are consistent with zero
as expected. The uncertainties on δAZ and δBZ represent the precision that it is possible
to reach with the FCC-ee and are the one standard deviation uncertainty is shown as the
ellipse in figure 4.
The results confirm the analytical results in previous published work, showing that the
FCC-ee could reduce significantly the statistical uncertainties on these couplings, giving a
sufficient sensitivity to test some new physics models[82], as it is shown in figure 4. In fact,
the relative precision obtained on the couplings to the left and the right handed top quark
are of the order of few percent, enough to exclude the 4D Composite Higgs Models in this
example with new physics energy scales lower than 1.5 TeV.
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Figure 4. The expected precision on the couplings to the right and left handed part of the top
quark is sufficient to exclude the 4D Composite Higgs Models with new physics energy scale lower
than 1.5 TeV. The models[82] that have been considered take into account also the present limits
on the masses of the new resonances coming from the direct searches and from the electroweak
precision test.
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7 Photon-photon interactions with Pythia 8: Current status and future
plans
Ilkka Helenius
Photon-photon interactions provide access to many interesting processes and serve as
a further test of QCD factorization. In addition, these interactions will produce back-
ground for future e+e− colliders such as FCC-ee. To quantify the physics potential of
these future experiments, accurate simulations of these background processes are required.
Here we present the current status of our implementation of γγ processes into Pythia 8
[83] general-purpose Monte-Carlo (MC) event generator and discuss briefly about the next
developments.
As with hadrons, the partonic structure of resolved photons can be described with
PDFs. The scale evolution of the photon PDFs is given by the DGLAP equation
∂fγi (x,Q
2)
∂log(Q2)
=
αEM
2pi
e2iPiγ(x) +
αs(Q
2)
2pi
∑
j
∫ 1
x
dz
z
Pij(z) fj(x/z,Q
2). (7.1)
The solution for this equation can be divided into a point-like part and a hadron-like part.
The first describes the partons arising from γ → qq¯ splittings and can be calculated directly
using pQCD. The latter requires some non-perturbative input that is typically obtained
from vector meson dominance (VMD) model. In these studies we have used PDFs from
CJKL analysis [84].
To extend the Pythia 8 parton shower algorithm [85] to accommodate also photon
beams, a term corresponding to the γ → qq¯ splitting of the original beam photon is added
as a part of the initial state radiation (ISR). Since the photons do not have a fixed valence
content, some further assumptions for the beam remnant handling [86] is also required.
Here we first decide whether the parton taken from the beam was a valence parton using
the PDFs. If it was, the beam remnant is simply the corresponding (anti)quark and if the
parton was a sea quark or a gluon, the valence content is sampled according to the PDFs.
It may also happen that the hard interaction does not leave enough energy to construct
the beam remnants with massive partons. Also the ISR can end up at a state where
the remnants cannot be constructed due to the lack of energy. These cases (few but not
negligible) are rejected in order to generate only physical events.
The described modifications allow one to generate hard-process events in resolved in-
teractions of two real photons with parton showers and hadronization. These developments
were recently included into the public version of Pythia 8. Currently we are working
to include also photon emissions from electrons, which are required to obtain the correct
rate of γγ events in e+e− collisions at a given energy. In general the form of the pho-
ton flux depends on the machine. For a circular collider (such as FCC-ee) the dominant
contribution comes from bremsstrahlung photons, which can be modeled using equivalent
photon approximation (EPA). The PDFs for partons inside photons, which in turn arise
from electrons, can be defined as a convolution between the photon flux and the photon
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PDFs
f ei (x,Q
2) =
∫ 1
x
dxγ
xγ
∫ µ2max
µ2min
dµ2
µ2
f eγ(xγ , µ
2)fγi (x/xγ , Q
2). (7.2)
After the hard process is selected according to the f ei and xγ values are sampled, the γγ
collision is set up and the usual partonic evolution is performed for the subsystem. Also
addition of e−/γ+p collisions is in the works. These developments will soon be included to
the Pythia 8.
Work have been supported by the MCnetITN FP7 Marie Curie Initial Training Network,
contract PITN-GA-2012-315877 and has received funding from the European Research
Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation pro-
gramme (grant agreement No 668679).
8 The WHIZARD generator for FCC[-ee] Physics
Jürgen Reuter on behalf of the WHIZARD collaboration
WHIZARD [79] is a multi-purpose event generator for pp, ep and ee collisions. It contains
the tree-level matrix-element generator O’Mega [87] that can generate amplitudes for many
implemented models with (almost) arbitrarily high multiplicity. New physics models can be
generated via interfaces to external programs (like Sarah and FeynRules), while support of
the UFO-file format will come in summer 2016. processes. WHIZARD contains a sophisticated
automated phase-space parameterization for complicated multi-particle processes, whose in-
tegration is performed by its adaptive multi-channel Monte Carlo integrator, VAMP [88]. For
lepton colliders, important effects like beamstrahlung, beam spectra, initial state photon
radiation, polarization, crossing angles etc. are supported. Beyond leading order, WHIZARD
can generate events at next-to-leading order (NLO) in the strong coupling constant for Stan-
dard Model (SM) processes for both lepton and hadron colliders. It automatically generates
the real corrections and the subtraction terms to render the separate contributions finite,
while the virtual amplitudes come from standard external one-loop provider programs. As
an example for a special implementation that is particularly important for the high-energy
program of the FCC-ee, Fig. 5 shows the next-to-leading logarithm top-threshold resum-
mation matched to the NLO continuum process. WHIZARD has its own module for QCD
parton showers [89] (kT -ordered and analytic) and allows for automated MLM matching to
provide matched inclusive jet samples. Only hadronization is left to external programs. At
NLO, it allows for an automated POWHEG matching to the parton shower. WHIZARD can
handle scattering processes also as cascades with production and subsequent decay chains,
where it allows to keep full spin correlations, only classical ones, or to switch them off. For
polarized decays, helicities of intermediate particles can be selected.
Besides its wide physics potential, WHIZARD is very user-friendly: it allows steering of
the processes, the collider specifications, arbitrary cuts together with the analysis setup in
one single input file, using its own very easy scripting language SINDARIN.
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Figure 5. Top threshold matching inside WHIZARD
9 αQED(MZ) and future prospects with low energy e+e− collider data
Fred Jegerlehner
The non-perturbative hadronic vacuum polarization contribution
∆α
(5)
had(s) = −
(
Π′γ(s)−Π′γ(0)
)
had
can be evaluated in terms of
Rγ(s) ≡ σ(0)(e+e− → γ∗ → hadrons)/(4piα23s ) data and the dispersion integral
∆α
(5)
had(s) = −
α s
3pi
(
P
E2cut∫
4m2pi
ds′
Rdataγ (s
′)
s′(s′ − s) + P
∞∫
E2cut
ds′
RpQCDγ (s′)
s′(s′ − s)
)
. (9.1)
An up-to-date evaluation yields ∆α(5)hadrons(M
2
Z) = 0.027648 ± 0.000176 and α−1(M2Z) =
128.942± 0.021, where α(s) = α1−∆α(s) ; ∆α(s) = ∆αlep(s) + ∆α
(5)
had(s) + ∆αtop(s). Here
I advocate to apply the space-like split trick which allows us to reduce uncertainties, by
exploiting perturbative QCD in an optimal way. The monitor to control the applicability
of pQCD is the Adler function
D(Q2 = −s) = 3pi
α
s
d
ds
∆αhad(s) = −(12pi2) s
dΠ′γ(s)
ds
= Q2
∫ ∞
4m2pi
R(s)
(s+Q2)2
(9.2)
which also is determined by Rγ(s) and can be evaluated in terms of experimental e+e−–data
[90].
Perturbative QCD is observed to work well to predict D(Q2) down to M0 = 2.0GeV.
This may be used to separate non-perturbative and perturbative parts by the following split
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of contributions:
∆α(M2Z) = ∆α
data(−M20 )
+
[
∆α(−M2Z)−∆α(−M20 )
]pQCD
+
[
∆α(M2Z)−∆α(−M2Z)
]data/pQCD
, (9.3)
where the space-like reference scale M0 is chosen such that pQCD is well under control for
−s < −M20 . αdata(−M20 ) can be evaluated by the standard approach, but evaluated in the
space-like region at fairly low scale. The second term can be obtained by calculating
∆ =
[
∆αhad(−M2Z)−∆αhad(−M20 )
]pQCD
=
α
3pi
∫ M2Z
M20
dQ2
DpQCD(Q2)
Q2
(9.4)
based on the accurate pQCD prediction of the Adler function. This part may also be
computed directly as ∆ =
(
Π′γ(−M20 )−Π′γ(−M2Z)
)
pQCD
. The third term ∆reminder =
∆α(M2Z)−∆α(−M2Z) is small and may be evaluated based on data in the standard way or
via pQCD, as the non-perturbative effects are expected to cancel largely by global quark-
hadron duality in the difference between the time-like and space-like version at a high energy
scale MZ . For M0 = 2.0GeV one obtains [91]
∆α
(5)
had(−s0)data = 0.006392± 0.000064
∆α
(5)
had(−M2Z) = 0.027466± 0.000118
∆α
(5)
had(M
2
Z) = 0.027504± 0.000119
∆α
(5)
hadrons(M
2
Z) = 0.027504 ± 0.000119 and α−1(M2Z) = 128.961 ± 0.011, including a shift
+0.000008 from the 5-loop contribution and with an error ±0.000100 added in quadrature
form the perturbative part, based on a complete 3–loop massive QCD calculation by Kühn
et al. 2007.
The required improvement on the uncertainty of α(MZ) by about a factor 5 seems to
be feasible by the following means:
• reducing the errors in the range 1.0 to 2.5 GeV is mandatory for both the muon g− 2
as well as for ∆α(5)had(−s0). It requires improved cross sections for σ(e+e− → hadrons)
at the 1% level up to energies about 2.5 GeV.
• the same goal can be achieved with lattice QCD calculations, which made big progress
recently. The ∆α(5)had(−s0) is directly accessible to Lattice QCD and are expected to
achieve 1% level results within the next years. However, one needs an 0.4% calculation.
• perturbative QCD calculations of the Adler-function have to be extended from 3- to
4-loops full massive QCD for 5 flavors (physical mc and mb and common light u, d
and s quark masses: mu ' mu ' ms ' 100 MeV)
• improved values for mc and mb on which the Adler function is rather sensitive.
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Ongoing are cross section measurements with the CMD-3 and SND detectors at the VEPP-
2000 e+e− collider (energy scan) and with the BESIII detector at the BEPCII collider (ISR
method)
Very promising alternative possibility: determine ∆α(5)had(−s0) for
√
s0 ≈ 2 GeV in
Bhabha–scattering as advocated for ahadµ in [92].
10 Direct measurement of αQED(m2Z) at the FCC-ee
Patrick Janot
When the measurements from the FCC-ee become available, an improved determination
of the standard-model "input" parameters will be needed to fully exploit the new precision
data towards either constraining or fitting the parameters of beyond-the-standard-model
theories. Among these input parameters is the electromagnetic coupling constant estimated
at the Z mass scale, αQED(m2Z). The measurement of the muon forward-backward asym-
metry at the FCC-ee, just below and just above the Z pole, can be used to make a direct
determination of αQED(m2Z) with an accuracy deemed adequate for an optimal use of the
FCC-ee precision data.
At a given centre-of-mass energy
√
s, the e+e− → µ+µ− production cross section, σµµ,
is the sum of three terms: the photon-exchange term, G, proportional to α2QED(s); the
Z-exchange term, Z, proportional to G2F (where GF is the Fermi constant); and the Z-
photon interference term, I, proportional to αQED(s)×GF . The muon forward-backward
asymmetry, AµµFB, is maximally dependent on the interference term
AµµFB = A
µµ
FB,0 +
3
4
2
2
I
G + Z , (10.1)
(where = −0.5, = × (1− 4 sin2 θW) ' −0.037, and AµµFB,0 = 32a2/(2 + v2)2 ' 0.016 is the
small asymmetry at the Z pole), hence varies with αQED(s) as follows:
∆AµµFB =
(
AµµFB −AµµFB,0
)
× Z − GZ + G ×
∆α
α
. (10.2)
This expression shows that the asymmetry is not sensitive to αQED when the Z- and photon-
exchange terms are equal, i.e., at
√
s = 78 and 112GeV, where the asymmetry is maximal.
Similarly, the sensitivity to the electromagnetic coupling constant vanishes in the immediate
vicinity of the Z pole. A maximum of sensitivity is therefore to be expected between 78GeV
and the Z pole, on the one hand, and between the Z pole and 112GeV, on the other. With
the luminosity targeted at the FCC-ee in one year data taking, the statistical precision
expected on αQED(s) is displayed in Fig. 6 and indeed exhibit two optimal centre-of-mass
energies, √s− ' 87.9GeV and √s+ ' 94.3GeV. With one year of data at either energy,
the expected relative precision on α± ≡ αQED(s±) is of the order of 3× 10−5, a factor four
smaller than today’s accuracy.
The large uncertainty related to the running of the electromagnetic constant, inherent
to the measurements made at low-energy colliders, totally vanishes at the FCC-ee with the
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Figure 6. Relative statistical uncertainty for the αQED(s) determination from a measurement
of the muon forward-backward asymmetry at the FCC-ee, with a one-year running at any given
centre-of-mass energy. The best accuracy is obtained for one year of running either just below or
just above the Z pole, at 87.9 and 94.3GeV, respectively.
weighted average of the two measurements of α− and of α+:
1
α0
=
1
2
(
1− ξ
α−
+
1 + ξ
α+
)
, where ξ =
log s−s+/m4Z
log s−/s+
' 0.045. (10.3)
This combination has other advantages, the most important of which is the cancellation
to a large extent of many systematic uncertainties, common to both measurements, but
affecting α− and α+ in opposite direction because of the change of sign of A
µµ
FB − AµµFB,0
below and above the Z peak (Eq. 10.2).
A comprehensive list of sources for experimental, parametric, theoretical systematic
uncertainties are examined in Ref. [93]. Most of these uncertainties are shown to be under
control at the level of 10−5 or below, as summarized in Table 2, often because of the afore-
mentioned delicate cancellation between the two asymmetry measurements. The knowledge
of the beam energy, both on- and off-peak, turns out to be the dominant contribution, albeit
still well below the targeted statistical power of the method.
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Type Source Uncertainty
Ebeam calibration 1× 10−5
Ebeam spread < 10−7
Experimental Acceptance and efficiency negl.
Charge inversion negl.
Backgrounds negl.
mZ and ΓZ 1× 10−6
Parametric sin2 θW 5× 10−6
GF 5× 10−7
QED (ISR, FSR, IFI) < 10−6
Theoretical Missing EW higher orders few 10−4
New physics in the running 0.0
Total Systematics 1.2× 10−5
(except missing EW higher orders) Statistics 3× 10−5
Table 2. Summary of relative statistical, experimental, parametric and theoretical uncertainties to
the direct determination of the electromagnetic coupling constant at the FCC-ee, with a one-year
running period equally shared between centre-of-mass energies of 87.9 and 94.3GeV, corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 85 ab−1.
The fantastic integrated luminosity and the unique beam-energy determination are the
key breakthrough advantages of the FCC-ee in the perspective of a precise determination of
the electromagnetic coupling constant. Today, the only obstacle towards this measurement
– beside the construction of the collider and the delivery of the target luminosities – stems
from the lack of higher orders in the determination of the electroweak corrections to the
forward-backward asymmetry prediction in the standard model. With the full one-loop
calculation presently available for these corrections, a relative uncertainty on AµµFB of the
order of a few 10−4 is estimated. An improvement deemed adequate to match the FCC-ee
experimental precision might require a calculation beyond two loops, which may be beyond
the current state of the art, but is possibly within reach on the time scale required by the
FCC-ee.
A consistent international programme for present and future young theorists must
therefore be set up towards significant precision improvements in the prediction of all elec-
troweak precision observables, in order to reap the rewards potentially offered by the FCC-
ee.
11 QED interference effects in muon charge asymmetry near Z peak
by S. Jadach
Experimenta data for MZ , GF , αQED(0) are most important input in the SM overall
fit to experimental data. However, αQED(Q2 = 0) is ported to Q2 = M2Z using low
energy hadronic data – this limits its usefulness beyond LEP precision. Patrick Janot has
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proposed [93] another observable, AFB(e+e− → µ+µ−) at √s± = MZ ± 3.5GeV , with a
similar ”testing profile” in the SM overall fit as αQED(M2Z) , but could be measured at high
luminosity FCCee very precisely. 2 However, AFB near
√
s± is varying very strongly, hence
is prone to large QED corrections due to initial state bremsstrahlung. Moreover, away from
Z peak, it gets also a direct sizable contributions from QED initial-final state interference,
nicknamed at LEP era as IFI. It is therefore necessary to re-discuss how efficiently these
trivial but large QED effects in AFB can be controlled and/or eliminated.
Figure 7. Direct influence of IFI in AFB(e+e− → µ+µ−) at
√
s ∼ MZ ± 3GeV. Sign of
AFB(87.9GeV ) flipped in order to better fit into plot. Numerical results are obtained using KKMC
program [94].
Using numerical results from KKMC program [94], Fig.7 illustrates well known IFI
suppression in AFB near resonance by factor ∼ Γ/M , when comparing contribution of IFI
at
√
s = 10GeV and 91GeV. Variable vmax represents (dimensionless) upper limit on the
total photon energy in units of the beam energy. The IFI effect is ∼ 3% near Z peak at s±
(down to ∼ 1% when combined). Hence the effect of IFI is huge, compared to the aimed
precision δAFB ∼ 10−5. Note that ∼ Γ/M suppression dies out for vmax < 0.04. Let us
also stressed, that for stronger cut-off on photon emissions IFI effect in AFB is not smaller
but bigger! The above result was obtained using latest version of KKMC 4.22, which is
available on the FCC wiki page https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/FCC/Kkmc.
Is there any hope to control such a huge IFI effect extremely precisely? The precedes
of the Z lineshape, where QED effects ia also huge, 30%, and finally has turned out to be
controlable in QED calculation well below 0.1%, shows that it may be possible. Especially
that in both cases, IFI in AFB and ISR in Z lineshape, both are due to well known physics
of the multiple soft photon radiation.
Preliminary study using KKMC, in which the difference between two versions of the IFI
implementations was examined, provides optimistic uncertainty estimate δAFB < 4 · 10−4
for vmax < 0.03, that is comparable with the experimental goal. However, this result should
2It is advertised as “determining αQED(M2Z)” from AFB(
√
s±)”.
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not be trusted, unless more systematic studies are done. Generally, KKMC has the best,
and possibly sufficient implementation of the IFI effect taking multiphoton resummation.
However, one should validate KKMC predictions with a semianalytical calculation, which
was already proposed in ref. [94], extending earlier pioneering works of Frascati group
[95]and [96], but was not implemented in a numerical program. It was not done, because it
is technicaly a litle bit complicated – instead of one-dimensional integration in the lineshape
case, it involves 3-dimensional integral, to complicated to be done analytically. At the LEP
times it was also not urgent to do the above exercise, because of sizeable experimental
errors of LEP data for AFB. Such a formula for the QED effects in the muon pair angular
distribution, based on the soft photon resummation [94] and depicted in Fig. 8, has the
following structure:
dσ
dΩ
(s, θ, vmax) =
∑
V,V ′=γ,Z
∫
dvI dvF dvIF dvFI δ(v − vI − vF − vIF − vFI)θ(v < vmax)
× F (γI)γIvγI−1I F (γF )γIvγF−1F F (γIF )γIF vγIF−1IF F (γFI)γFIvγFI−1IF
× e2α∆BV4 M (0)V
(
s(1− vI − vIF ), θ
)
[e2α∆B
V ′
4 M
(0)
V ′
(
s(1− vI − vFI), θ
)
]∗
[
1 + ω(vI , vF )
]
,
(11.1)
where F (γ) ≡ e−CEγΓ(1+γ) , γI = αpi [ sm2e − 1], γF =
α
pi [
s
m2µ
− 1], γIF = γFI = αpi ln 1−cos θ1+cos θ , the
non-infrared remnant is ω(vI , vF ) and ∆BV4 is a resonance addition to virtual form-factor.
Once the above formula is implemented in a numerical form and compared with KKMC,
we shall gain solid estimate of the uncertainty of the QED corrections to AFB near Z
resonance.
Figure 8. Graph illustrating Eq. (12) with wide dashed lines representing multiphoton exchanges.
Cut lines represent real photons while other ones depict exchange of virtual photon.
12 Precision measurements: sensitivity to new physics scenarios
Jens Erler
In the following, I will assume the very optimistic case, where the theory uncertainties
from unknown higher orders will not be dominant. Progress has been steady in the past,
and many types of radiative corrections can be included even after the FCC-ee era. The fit
results described below derive from the observable list in Table 3.
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observable current FCC-ee comment
MZ ±2.1 MeV < 100 keV limited by systematics
ΓZ ±2.3 MeV < 100 keV limited by systematics
Rµ ±0.025 < 0.001 limited by systematics
Rb ±6.6× 10−4 < 6× 10−5 limited by systematics
mt ±810 MeV ±15 MeV current error includes QCD uncertainty
σ0had ±37 pb ±4 pb assumes 0.01% luminosity error at FCC
ALR ±0.0022 ±2× 10−5 needs 4-loop calculation to match exp.
AFBLR (b) ±0.0020 ±0.0001 if no polarization at FCC use AFB(b)
MW ±15 MeV ±0.6 MeV LEP precision was ±33 MeV
ΓW ±42 MeV ±1 MeV 1st + 2nd row CKM unitarity test
mb ±23 MeV ±9 MeV using H → bb¯ branching ratio at FCC
mc ±34 MeV ±8 MeV using H → cc¯ branching ratio at FCC
∆αhad ±1.3× 10−4 ±1.8× 10−5 from σ(µ) and AFB(µ) at FCC near MZ
Table 3. Current and future uncertainties of key electroweak observables. The FCC-ee projections
are taken from or motivated by the target uncertainties in Ref. [5].
If one succeeds to extract these (pseudo)-observables with the indicated precision, a fit
to the SM parameters would result in a determination of
MH within ± 1.3 GeV currently: MH = 96+22−19 GeV
αs(MZ) within ± 0.00009 currently: αs(MZ) = 0.1181± 0.0013
where the αs projection includes further non-Z-pole determinations that would be possible
at the FCC [97], such as from W decays, deep inelastic scattering and jet-event shapes.
Likewise, the number of active neutrinos Nν can be constrained within ±0.0006 compared
to the current result Nν = 2.992± 0.007.
An important benchmark are the oblique parameters (see Fig. 9) describing new physics
contributions to the gauge boson self-energies. E.g., T (or ρ0) would constrain VEVs of
higher dimensional Higgs representations within . 1 GeV, while degenerate scalar doublets
could be probed up to 2 TeV [98]. Assuming that the FCC-ee would not see a deviation
from the SM (ρ0 = 1±0.00012), or alternatively that the central value would be unchanged
from today (ρ0 = 1.00037 ± 0.00012), the mass splittings of non-degenerate doublets of
heavy fermions would satisfy (Ci is the color factor),∑
i
Ci
3
∆m2i ≤ (8 GeV)2
∑
i
Ci
3
∆m2i = (34± 1 GeV)2,
respectively, compared to the current limit of (49 GeV)2. Model-independently, T would
be sensitive to new physics with O(1) couplings up to scales of about 70 TeV. Also, the
precision in the parameters entering the Zbb-vertex (one of which currently showing a 2.7 σ
deviation) would improve by an order of magnitude.
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Figure 9. Current and FCC-ee constraints on the oblique parameters S and T .
13 Composite Higgs Models at e+e− Colliders
Stefania De Curtis
A future e+e− collider will be capable to show the imprint of composite Higgs scenarios
encompassing partial compositeness. Besides the detailed study of the Higgs properties,
such a machine will have a rich top-quark physics program mainly in two domains: top
property accurate determination at the tt¯ production threshold, search for New Physics
(NP) with top quarks above the threshold. In both domains, a composite Higgs scenario
can show up. Here we discuss such possibility using a particular realisation, namely the 4-
Dimensional Composite Higgs Model (4DCHM) [99]. It describes the intriguing possibility
that the Higgs particle may be a composite state arising from some strongly interacting
dynamics at a high scale. This will solve the hierarchy problem owing to compositeness form
factors taming the divergent growth of the Higgs mass upon quantum effects. Furthermore,
the now measured light mass could be consistent with the fact that the composite Higgs
arises as a pseudo Nambu-Goldstone Boson (pNGB) from a particular coset of a global
symmetry breaking. Models with a pNGB Higgs generally predict modifications of its
couplings to both bosons and fermions of the SM, hence the measurement of these quantities
represents a powerful way to test its possible non-fundamental nature. Furthermore, the
presence of additional particles in the spectrum of such composite Higgs models (CHMs)
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leads to both mixing effects with the SM states as well as new Feynman diagram topologies
both of which would represent a further source of deviations from the SM expectations.
In the near future, the LHC will be able to test Beyond-Standard-Model (BSM) scenar-
ios more extensively, probing the existence of new particles predicted by extensions of the
SM to an unprecedented level. Nevertheless the expected bounds, though severe, could not
be conclusive to completely exclude natural scenarios for the Fermi scale. As an example,
new gauge bosons predicted by CHMs with mass larger than ∼ 2 TeV could escape the
detection of the LHC [100]. Furthermore, concerning the Higgs properties, the LHC will
not be able to measure the Higgs couplings to better than few % leaving room to scenarios,
like CHMs, which predict deviations within the foreseen experimental accuracy for natural
choices of the compositeness scale f , (namely in the TeV range) and of the strong coupling
constant gρ. For these reasons we will face here the case in which LHC will not discover a
W ′/Z ′ (or not be able to clearly asses its properties) and also will not discover any extra
fermion (or it will discover it with a mass around 800 GeV, which is roughly the present
bound, but without any other hint about the theory to which it belongs). In this situation,
an e+e− collider could have a great power for enlightening indirect effects of BSM physics.
The main Higgs production channels within the 4DCHM were considered in [101] for
three possible energy stages and different luminosity options of the proposed e+e− machines,
and the results were confronted to the expected experimental accuracies in the various Higgs
decay channels. Moreover the potentialities of such colliders in discovering the imprint of
partial compositeness in the top-quark sector through an accurate determination of the top
properties at the tt¯ production threshold were analized in [102]. In Fig. 10 we compare
the deviations for the HZZ and Hbb couplings and in Fig. 11(left panel) for the ZtLt¯L
and ZtRt¯R couplings in the 4DCHM with the relative precision expected at HL-LHC, ILC,
FCC-ee [6, 82, 102, 103]
From the Higgs coupling measurements, it is clear that the FCC-ee will be able to
discover CHMs with a very large significance, also for values of f larger than 1 TeV for
which the LHC measurements will not be sufficient to detect deviations from the SM. This
is true a fortiori for the top electroweak coupling measurements. In fact an e+e− collider
can separately extract the left- and right-handed electroweak couplings of the top. This is
particularly relevant for models with partially composite top, like the 4DCHM where the
Ztt¯ coupling modification comes not only from the mixing of the Z with the Z ′s but also
from the mixing of the top (antitop) with the extra-fermions (antifermions), as expected
by the partial compositeness mechanism. For the "natural" scan described in the caption
of Fig. 10, the typical deviations lie within the region uncovered by the HL-LHC but are
well inside the reach of the polarized ILC-500 and the FCC-ee where the lack of initial
polarization is compensated by the presence of a substantial final state polarization and by
a larger integrated luminosity [6, 82, 103].
But this is not the end of the story, in fact in CHMs the modifications in the e+e− →
HZ and e+e− → tt¯ processes arise not only via the modification of the HZZ coupling for
the former and of the Ztt¯ coupling for the latter, but also from the exchange of new particles,
namely the s-channel exchange of tZ ′s, which can be sizeable also for large Z ′ masses due
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to the interference with the SM states. This effect can be crucial at high c.o.m energies of
the collider but also important at moderate
√
s [82]. In particular it is impressive how the
FCC-ee with
√
s = 365 GeV and 2.6 ab−1 (corresponding to 3 years of operation) could
discover the imprint of extra Z ′ particles through their effective contribution to the EW
top coupling deviations. This result emerges from the optimal-observable analysis of the
lepton angular and energy distributions from top-quark pair production with semi-leptonic
decays [6, 81, 102]. The V tt¯, V = Z, γ vertices can be expressed in the usual way in terms
of 8 form factors:
Γµ
V tt¯
=
g
2
u¯(pt)[γ
µ{AV + δAV − (BV + δBV )γ5}+ (pt − pt¯)
µ
2mt
(δCV − δDV γ5)]v(pt¯)(13.1)
and the differential cross-section for the process: e+e− → tt¯→ (bW+)(b¯W−)→ (bqq′)(b¯lν)
can be expanded around their SM values:
d2σ
dxd cos θ
∼ S0(x, θ) +
8∑
i=1
δif
i(x, cos θ), δi = δ(A,B,C,D)V , f
i = fA,B,C,DV (x, cos θ)(13.2)
Here S0 gives the SM contribution, x and θ are the lepton reduced energy and the polar
angle. By considering only the 6 CP-conserving form factors (AV , BV , CV ), the elements of
the covariance matrix (the statistical uncertainties) are derived from a likelihood fit to the
lepton angular/energy distributions and the total event rate [6]. The result for the top pair
left- and right-handed couplings to the Z is represented by the continous green ellipses in
Fig. 10.
In order to compare these uncertainties with the deviations expected in CHMs (devia-
tions in the form factors due not only to coupling modifications but also to Z ′s exchanges)
we have considered one representative benchmark point of the 4DCHM (point-A) corre-
sponding to f = 1.3 TeV, gρ=1.5, M=1.4 TeV (M is the scale of the extra-fermion mass).
This scenario describes two nearly degenerate Z ′s, with mass ∼ 2.1 and 2.2 TeV respec-
tively, which are active in the top pair production. The deviations in the ZtLt¯L and ZtRt¯R
couplings are δgZL/g
Z
L = −2.8% and δgZR/gZR = 6.2% as shown by the yellow point in
Fig. 11(right) , while δgγL/g
γ
L = δg
γ
R/g
γ
R = 0.
As an exercise, we have evaluated the double differential cross section of Eq. 13.2
within the 4DCHM without including the Z ′ exchanges and extracted the deviations in
the Z and photon left and right couplings to the top pair by performing a 4 parameter
fit (i.e. fixing the other two CP conserving form factors, CV , to their SM value). The
result is shown in Fig. 12. The ellipses correspond to 1,2,3 σ. As expected the devia-
tions in the photon couplings are fully compatible with zero. Also, the central values of
the Z coupling deviations reproduce very well the deviations corresponding to the point-
A (δgZL(R)
point−A = −0.00713(−0.00708) to be compared with δgZL(R)Fit = −0.00717 ±
0.00475(−0.00701 ± 0.00358) and δgγL(R)point−A = 0 to be compared with δgγL(R)Fit =
−0.00056 ± 0.00224(0.00035 ± 0.00201) where we have included the marginalized uncer-
tainties). The fit is very good in reproducing the theoretical deviations for the couplings,
but, as said, this is an exercise. In fact the Z ′s were taken off.
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The double differential cross section within the full 4DCHM normalized to the SM one
is shown in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 13, while the deviations in the Z and photon left
and right "effective" couplings to the top pair extracted by performing a 4 parameter fit,
are shown in Fig. 14. We called them "effective" couplings because they include the effects
of the interference of the Z ′s with the SM gauge bosons. This is clearly evident by looking
at the deviations of the photon couplings, which are completely due to these interference
effects.
These results, derived here for a single benchmark point, are very promising and show
the importance of the interference between the SM and the Z ′s already at
√
s=365 GeV. A
more detailed analysis is worth to be done [104] to extract the dependence of the effective
EW top couplings from the Z ′ properties (mass and couplings, the width is not important at
such moderate energies) in order to clearly relate them to these new spin-1 particles which
are naturally present in CHMs. The optimal-observable statistical analysis at FCC-ee offers
a unique possibility to disentangle the effects of top coupling modifications (always taken
into account in NP searches) from Z ′ interference effects (often neglected).
Figure 10. Deviations for the HZZ and Hbb¯ couplings in the 4DCHM (black points) compared
with the relative precision expected at HL-LHC, ILC, FCC-ee [102].
14 Constraints on top FCNC’s from (hadronic) single top production in
e+e− collisions
S. Biswas,F. Margaroli, B. Mele
Single top production in e+e− colliders is a sensitive probe of anomalous Flavor Chang-
ing Neutral Currents (FCNC) in the top sector. In particular, the tq¯ (t¯q) production (with
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Figure 11. Left: Typical deviations for the ZtLt¯L and ZtRt¯R couplings in various NP mod-
els represented by purple points (see [105]) and in the 4DCHM (black points). Also shown are
the sensitivities expected after LHC-13 with 300 fb−1, (region inside the red-dashed lines), af-
ter HL-LHC with 3000 fb−1 (region inside the inner red-dashed lines), from ILC-500 with po-
larised beams (region inside the blue-dashed lines) and from FCC-ee (region inside the green lines:
the continuous(dashed) line indicates the bounds extracted from the angular and energy distri-
bution of leptons(b-quarks)) [6, 82, 103]. The 4DCHM black points correspond to a scan with
0.75 < f(TeV) < 1.5, 1.5 < gρ < 3 and on the extra-fermion sector parameters as described in [100]
with the constraints: MZ′ ∼ fgρ > 2 TeV and MT > 800 GeV with T the lightest extra-fermion;
Right: Deviations in the ZtLt¯L and ZtRt¯R couplings for the 4DCHM benchmark point-A (yellow
point)
Figure 12. Left: Determination of the ZtLt¯L and ZtRt¯R couplings from a 4 parameter fit of
the optimal observable analysis for the point-A without the Z ′ exchanges. Right: Determination
of the γtLt¯L and γtRt¯R couplings from a 4 parameter fit of the optimal observable analysis for the
point-A without the Z ′ exchanges.
q = c, u), mediated by an s-channel photon and Z vector boson has undetectably small
rates in the standard model (SM), but might become visible for tqγ- and tqZ-coupling
strenghts allowed by various beyond-the-SM theoretical frameworks, and not excluded by
present experiments [16]. Single top production has two advantages with respect to top
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Figure 13. Double differential cross section with respect to the reduced lepton energy and the
lepton polar angle within the 4DCHM normalized to the SM one.
Figure 14. Left: Determination of the ZtLt¯L and ZtRt¯R couplings from a 4 parameter fit of
the optimal observable analysis for the full 4DCHM point-A. Right: Determination of the γtLt¯L
and γtRt¯R couplings from a 4 parameter fit of the optimal observable analysis for the full 4DCHM
point-A
pair production above the tt¯ threshold, where FCNC’s can be probed in top decays. On
the one hand, it can be studied at lower (more easily accessible) c.m. energies, such as√
s ' 240 GeV which optimizes Higgs-boson studies. On the other hand, since the FCNC
tqγ and tqZ couplings in e+e− → tq are active in production, one can enhance the sensitiv-
ity to the magnetic-dipole-moment part (∼ qµγ,Z σµν) of the FCNC Lagrangian by increasing
the collision energy
√
s =
√
q2γ,Z . This feature can even make the single top production
more sensitive to FCNC couplings than top-pair production at energies above the tt¯ thresh-
old [16].
Here we report the results of a recent analysis of the e+e− → tq sensitivity reach on
FCNC tqγ and tqZ couplings at
√
s ' 240 GreV, with the top quark decaying hadronically.
Indeed, the exceptionally clean environment and the great particle-identification capabilities
expected at future e+e− detectors will allow to fully exploit events with hadronic top decays,
with a control and separation of background never experienced before in top quark studies.
The relevant FCNC couplings (assuming no related parity violation) are defined by the
lagrangian : −Leff = eλqt q¯ iσµνq
ν
mt
tAµ + g
2cW
Xqt q¯γµtZµ + g2cW κqt q¯
iσµνq
ν
mt
tZµ + h.c. . The λqt,Xqt, κqt
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couplings can be straightforwardly related to the corresponding decay branching ratios
BR(t→ qγ) ' 0.43λ2qt, BR(t→ qZ)γµ ' 0.47X 2qt, BR(t→ qZ)σµ,ν ' 0.37κ2qt.
The e+e− → tj + t¯j → bWj → bjjj signal, and main background e+e− → Wjj → jjjj
(other 4-jets background like qq¯bb¯ have been checked to be negligible) have been gener-
ated via MadGraph5_aMC@NLO (with FeynRules modeling the FCNC interactions), and
interfaced with PYTHIA for showering and hadronization. Jets have been defined by
PYTHIA iterative cone algorithm with cone size R = 0.4, and jet energy resolution has
been parametrized as σ(E)E = 30%/
√
E. The b-tagging efficiency and corresponding fake
jet rejection for c and light-quark jets are crucial, since the background does not contain
b-quark initiated jets. We have worked with two hypothesis : a) true b-jet tagging efficiency
of b = 60%, and corresponding c-(light)-jet rejection factor of 250 (1000); b) b = 80% with
c-(light)-jet rejection factor 10 (100) [106]. An optimized choice of fake jet rejection factors
indeed proved to be more useful than a large b-tagging efficiency. Basic cuts applied on
jets are pj,bT > 20 GeV, |ηj,b| < 2.5, and ∆R(jj, bb, bj) > 0.4. Through an MVA study we have
then identified a further set of cuts, improving the background rejection: a) a di-jet system
inside the mass window 65 GeV < Mjj < 90 GeV (compatibility with MW ); b) rejection of
events if invariant mass of the remaining di-jet system peaks around a second W within a
mass window 65 GeV < Mjj < 85 GeV; c) a jet tagged as a b-jet is then combined with the
reconstructed W , and required to produce a top system satisfying 150 GeV < MbW < 175
GeV; d) finally, the jet which is neither a b-jet nor a jet coming from a W -decay is required
to have |~pj | <65 GeV.
The final bounds on FCNC couplings and corresponding Br’s are reported for different
integrated luminosities L in Table 1. With L=100 fb−1, we find that the e+e− → tq hadronic
top channel has about twice the sensitivity to BR’s as the semileptonic top channel [107].
e+e− → tq b = 60% b = 80%
(tqγ) λqt BR λqt BR
L=0.5 ab−1 1.8×10−02 1.4×10−04 3.3×10−02 4.7×10−04
L=10 ab−1 8.6×10−03 3.2×10−05 1.6×10−02 1.1×10−04
(tqZ)γµ Xqt BR Xqt BR
L=0.5 ab−1 2.8×10−02 3.8×10−04 5.1×10−02 1.2×10−03
L=10 ab−1 1.3×10−02 8.2×10−05 2.4×10−02 2.8×10−04
(tqZ)σµν κqt BR κqt BR
L=0.5 ab−1 2.2×10−02 1.9×10−04 4.1×10−02 6.1×10−04
L=10 ab−1 1.1×10−02 4.1×10−05 1.9×10−02 1.4×10−04
Table 4. Exclusion limits on FCNC couplings and corresponding BR’s at 95% C.L. from e+e− → tq
at
√
s ' 240 GeV.
15 EFT approach to top-quark physics at FCC-ee
Cen Zhang
At high-energy colliders, precision measurements play an important role in the search
for physics beyond the standard model (SM). In this respect, the top quark is often con-
sidered as a window to new physics, thanks to its large mass. Results from the LHC
measurements already provided valuable information on possible deviations [97]. Future
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lepton colliders such as FCC-ee have been proposed to complement the search program at
the LHC, with much higher sensitivities expected.
A general theoretical framework where the experimental information on possible devi-
ations from the SM can be consistently and systematically interpreted is provided by the
effective field theory (EFT) approach [108–110]. The EFT Lagrangian corresponds to that
of the SM augmented by higher-dimensional operators that respect the symmetries of the
SM. It provides a powerful approach to identify observables where deviations could be ex-
pected in the top sector, and allows for a global interpretation of all available measurements.
In the following, we briefly discuss several features of the approach, and the corresponding
implications for top physics at future lepton colliders.
First of all, EFT is a global approach where all possible deviations from the SM are
allowed in the framework, provided that the new physics scale is heavier than the scale of
the experiment. Hence all precision measurements can be taken into account in this one
approach, allowing for a global analysis of the world’s data. Such an analysis for the top
quark has been carried out already for direct measurements at the Tevatron and the LHC
Run-I [111, 112]. Other indirect measurements can be analyzed and combined in the same
way, for example those from precision electroweak data [113, 114] and from flavor data
[115]. As we move on to future colliders, it is important to continue this program within
the same framework, to fully exploit all the knowledge at hand.
Second, unlike the “anomalous coupling” parametrization (see, e.g. Ref. [116]) that
focuses on specific vertices, the EFT description is more complete, allowing for analyzing
certain classes of interactions that are not captured in the “anomalous coupling” approach,
and are often overlooked. For example, the four-fermion interactions involving two leptons
and two quarks, such as
Oet = (e¯γ
µe)(t¯γµt)
are well motivated as they can be easily generated by integrating out a tree-level heavy
mediator in certain new physics scenarios, but are not well constrained at the LHC. There
are measurements on tt¯l+l− production which could give some information [117], but the
uncertainties there are quite large, and the process itself is not very sensitive to the op-
erators. On the other hand, at future lepton colliders the process e+e− → tt¯ is much
cleaner, and the sensitivity to the operators are at least two orders of magnitude better.
Another interesting scenario is the flavor-changing neutral (FCN) interactions coupled to
heavy particles. These interactions are described by similar operators, such as
O(a+3)eu = (e¯γ
µe)(u¯aγµt)
where a = 1, 2 is the flavor index. The FCN four-fermion operators have constraints from
e+e− → tj + t¯j at LEP2 and t→ jl+l− at the LHC [118]. One might think that the LHC
gives much tighter bounds on FCN couplings than LEP2; it turns out that this is true for
two-fermion FCN couplings (such as a tcZ vertex), but is not the case for the four-fermion
ones, mainly because the top-quark three-body decays are suppressed. This is reflected
in Figure 1, where current bounds on the two types of FCN operators are compared. It
follows that future lepton collider will provide much more accurate information on FCN
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500GeV SM OtG O(3)φQ O(1)φQ Oφt OtW OtB
σ
(1)
i,LO 566 0 15.3 -15.3 -1.3 272 191
σ
(1)
i,NLO 647 -6.22 18.0 -18.0 -1.0 307 216
K-factor 1.14 N/A 1.17 1.17 0.78 1.13 1.13
Table 5. Cross sections (in fb) for tt¯ production at the ILC at
√
s = 500 GeV. σ(1)i is the
contribution of operator Oi at order Λ−2 assuming Λ = 1 TeV. See Ref. [121] for more details.
interactions coupled to heavy mediators, and an EFT approach should be used to capture
these interactions and incorporate them in a global study.
Finally, EFT allows for higher-order corrections to be consistently added, and there-
fore predictions can be systematically improved. This is important not only for the LHC
where QCD corrections are always large, but also for lepton colliders as the expected pre-
cision level is much higher. Recently a set of effective operators that parametrize the
chromo-dipole and the electroweak couplings of the top quark have been implemented in
the MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [119] framework at next-to-leading order (NLO) in QCD
[120, 121]. As a result, starting from an EFT with these operators, one can make NLO
predictions for various top-quark processes, for cross sections as well as distributions, in a
fully automatic way. Furthermore, NLO results matched to the parton shower simulation
are available, so event generation can be and should be directly employed in future experi-
mental analyses. These works provide a solid basis for the interpretation of measurements
both at the LHC and at possible future colliders. As an example, in Table 1 we show the
contribution of various operators in e+e− → tt¯ process at a center-of-mass energy of 500
GeV.
16 W mass and width determination using the WW threshold cross sec-
tion
Paolo Azzurri
The Wmass is a fundamental parameter of the standard model (SM) of particle physics,
currently measured with a precision of 15 MeV [122]. In the context of precision electroweak
precision tests the direct measurement of the W mass is currently limiting the sensitivity
to possible effects of new physics [19].
A precise direct determination of the W mass can be achieved by observing the rapid
rise of the W-pair production cross section near its kinematic threshold. The advantages of
this method are that it only involves counting events, it is clean and uses all decay channels.
In 1996 the LEP2 collider delivered e+e− collisions at a single energy point near
161 GeV, with a total integrated luminosity of about 10 pb−1 at each of the four inter-
action points. The data was used to measure the W-pair cross section (σWW) at 161 GeV,
and extract the W mass with a precision of 200 MeV [123–126].
In the SM the W width is well constrained by the W mass, and the Fermi constant,
with a ∼ αS/pi QCD correction coming from hadronic decays; the W width is currently
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Figure 15. Complementarity of the e+e− → tj + t¯j and t → j e+e− limits for constraining two-
fermion operators (O−(a+3)φq and O
(a+3)
φu ) and four-fermion ones (O
(a+3)
eq and O
(a+3)
eu ). The dark gray
and red allowed regions apply for a = 1 while the light gray and blue ones for a = 2. See Ref. [118]
for more details.
measured to a precision of 42 MeV [122]. The first calculations of the W boson width
effects in e+e− → W+W− reactions have been performed in Ref. [127], and revealed the
substantial effects of the width on the full cross section lineshape, in particular at energies
below the nominal threshold.
In this study the possibility of extracting both the W mass and width from the de-
termination of σWW at a minimum of two energy points near the kinematic threshold is
explored.
The YFSWW3 version 1.18 [128] program has been used to calculate σWW as a function
of the energy (ECM), W mass (mW+) and width (ΓW+). Figure 16 shows the W-pair cross
section as a function of the e+e− collision energy with W mass and width values set at the
PDG [122] average measured central values mW = 80.385 GeV and ΓW = 2.085 GeV, and
with large 1 GeV variation bands of the mass and width central values.
It can be noted that while a variation of the W mass roughly corresponds to a shift of
the cross section lineshape along the energy axis, a variation of the W width has the effect
of changing the slope of cross section lineshape rise. It can also be noted that the W width
dependence shows a crossing point at ECM ' 2mW + 1.5GeV ' 162.3 GeV, where the cross
section is insensitive to the W width.
16.1 W mass measurement at a single energy point
Detailed studies have illustrated the possibility of obtaining a precision W mass determi-
nation by further exploiting the threshold W pair production measurement at future e+e−
colliders [129, 130].
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Figure 16. W-pair production cross section as a function of the e+e− collision energy ECM. The
central curve corresponds to the predictions obtained withmW = 80.385 GeV and ΓW = 2.085 GeV.
Purple and green bands show the cross section curves obtained varying the W mass and width by
±1 GeV.
Taking data at a single energy point the statistical sensitivity to the W mass with a
simple event counting is given by
∆mW(stat) =
(
dσWW
dmW
)−1 √σWW√L 1√p (16.1)
where L is the data integrated luminosity,  the event selection efficiency and p the
selection purity. The purity can be also expressed as
p =
σWW
σWW + σB
where σB is the total selected background cross section.
A systematic uncertainty on the background cross section will propagate to the W mass
uncertainty as
∆mW(B) =
(
dσWW
dmW
)−1 ∆σB

. (16.2)
Other systematic uncertainties as on the acceptance (∆) and luminosity (∆L) will
propagate as
∆mW(A) =
(
dσWW
dmW
)−1(∆

⊕ ∆LL
)
, (16.3)
while theoretical uncertainties on the cross section (∆dσWW) propagate directly as
∆mW(T) =
(
dσWW
dmW
)−1
∆σWW. (16.4)
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Finally the uncertainty on the center of mass energy ECM will propagate to the W
mass uncertainty as
∆mW(E) =
(
dσWW
dmW
)−1(dσWW
dECM
)
∆ECM, (16.5)
that can be shown to be limited as ∆mW(E) ≤ ∆ECM/2, and in fact for ECM near the
threshold it is ∆mW(E) ' ∆ECM/2, so it is the beam energy uncertainty that propagates
directly to the W mass uncertainty.
In the case of L = 15 ab−1 accumulated by the FCCee data taking in one year, and
assuming the LEP event selection quality [123] with σB = 300 fb and  = 0.75, a statistical
precision of ∆mW ' 0.25 MeV is achievable if the systematic uncertainties will not be
limiting the precision, i.e. if the following conditions are achieved:
∆σB < 0.5 fb (16.6)(
∆

⊕ ∆LL
)
< 10−4 (16.7)
∆σWW < 0.6 fb (16.8)
∆ECM < 0.25 MeV (16.9)
corresponding to precision levels of 10−3 on the background, 10−4 on acceptance and lumi-
nosity, 10−4 on the theoretical cross section, and 0.3 · 10−5 on the beam energy.
16.2 W mass and width measurements at two energy points
Figures 17 and 18 show the differential functions relevant to the statistical and systemat-
ical uncertainties discussed above. For the statistical terms the efficiency and purities are
evaluated assuming an event selection quality with σB ' 300 fb and  ' 0.75.
The minima of the mass differential curves plotted in Fig. 17 indicate the optimal points
to take data for a W mass measurement, in particular minimum statistical uncertainty is
achieved with ECM ' 2mW + 0.6 GeV' 161.4 GeV. The minima of the width differential
curves, on Fig. 18, indicate maximum sensitivity to the W width, while all curves diverge
at the W width insensitive point ECM ' 162.3 GeV, where dσWW/dΓW = 0.
If two cross section measurements σ1,2 are performed at two energy points E1,2, both
the W mass and width can be extracted with a fit to the cross section lineshape. The
uncertainty propagation would then follow
∆σ1 =
dσ1
dm
∆m+
dσ1
dΓ
∆Γ = a1∆m+ b1∆Γ (16.10)
∆σ2 =
dσ2
dm
∆m+
dσ2
dΓ
∆Γ = a2∆m+ b2∆Γ. (16.11)
The resulting uncertainty on the W mass and width would be
∆m = −b2∆σ1 − b1∆σ2
a2b1 − a1b2 (16.12)
∆Γ =
a2∆σ1 − a1∆σ2
a2b1 − a1b2 (16.13)
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Figure 17. W-pair cross section differential functions with respect to the W mass. The central
mass value is set to mW = 80.385 GeV.
Figure 18. W-pair cross section differential functions with respect to the W width. Central mass
and width values are set to mW = 80.385 GeV and ΓW = 2.085 GeV.
If the ∆σ1,2 uncertainties on the cross section measurements are uncorrelated, e.g. only
statistical, the linear correlation between the derived mass and width uncertainties is
r(∆m,∆Γ) =
1
∆m∆Γ
a2b2∆σ
2
1 + a1b1∆σ
2
2
(a2b1 − a1b2)2 (16.14)
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16.3 Optimal data taking configurations
When conceiving data taking at two different energy points near the W-pair threshold in
order to extract both mW and ΓW, it is useful to figure out which energy points values E1
and E2, would be optimally suited to obtain the best measurements, also as a function of the
data luminosity fraction f delivered at the lower energy point. For this a full 3-dimensional
scan of possible E1 and E2 values, with 100 MeV steps, and of f values, with 0.05 steps, has
been performed, and the data taking configurations that minimize arbitrary combination of
the expected statistical uncertainties on the mass and the width f(∆mW,∆ΓW) are found.
In order to minimize the simple sum of the statistical uncertainties f(∆mW,∆ΓW) =
∆mW + ∆ΓW, the optimal data taking configuration would be with
E1 = 157.5 GeV, E2 = 162.3 GeV, f = 0.45. (16.15)
With this configuration, and assuming a total luminosity of L = 15 ab−1, the projected
statistical uncertainties would be
∆mW = 0.41 MeV and ∆ΓW = 1.10 MeV. (16.16)
With this same data taking configuration,the statistical uncertainty obtained when mea-
suring only the W mass would yield ∆mW = 0.40 MeV, just slightly better with respect to
the two-parameter fit. On the other hand the ∆mW = 0.40 MeV precision obtained in this
way must be compared with the ∆mW = 0.25 MeV statistical precision obtainable when
taking all data at the most optimal single energy point E0 = 161.4 GeV.
When varying the f(∆mW,∆ΓW) target to optimize towards, the obtained optimal
energy points don’t change much, with the upper energy always at the ΓW-independent
E2 = 162.3 GeV point, and the optimal lower E1 point at (1 − 2)ΓW units below the
nominal 2mW threshold, E1 = 2mW − (1 − 2)ΓW, according to if the desired precision is
more or less focused on the W mass or the W width measurement. In a similar way the
optimal data fraction to be taken at the lower off-shell E2 energy point varies according
to the chosen precision targets, with larger fractions more to the benefit of the W width
precision. When a small fraction of data (e.g. f =0.05) is taken off-shell a statistical
precision ∆mW = 0.28 MeV is recovered both in the single- (mW) and the two-parameter
(mW,ΓW) fits.
17 Summary
The goal of the mini-workshop ”Physics behind Precision” was to provide inspiration for
new work on precision physics for FCC-ee in the realm of top quark and electroweak pre-
cision physics. The covered topics included Electroweak physics at the Z boson peak, the
physics of the tt¯ threshold at e+e− colliders and W boson physics at the WW threshold.
The mini-workshop also allowed the possibility of discussing the details of recent event gen-
erator developments. The studies confirm that for most scenarios the FCC-ee will reduce
experimental errors by factors of 10 or more compared to LEP/SLC. This indicates the
need for developments in theory to keep the theory uncertainties of similar order.
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The mini-workshop succeded in attracting the main proponents from different commu-
nities in theory, experiments and tools. The productive discussion during the workshop
has resulted in these (online) proceedings. In the future the community aims to further
incorporate these and new results on top quark and electroweak precision physics into the
FCC-ee Conceptual Design Report under preparation.
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